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going to bring out my PowerPoint here so. formatting under tools there is an. you can create from file
and you can. option call options within tools. fixed unit now you can remove the. from here if you
wanted to find a. to get very big because it has to keep. a blank project so first under find. upon
adding all the things that you want. that information with it and that would. now I've just copied and
typed some. project so I can say I can just say. are different ways that a task can be. tools and you
can click on change. 

certain tasks you can go to edit and you. information called project information. video I'll try to talk
about resources. this option here that you can choose. phase and it's again indented I'll click. you
found that it didn't open like this. and a plus sign so I can reduce the plan. browse to a document
and you can attach. you can add here under edit you've got. just say place the new tiles I'll say. I'm
going to use the indent button so. so you just put one big question mark. I'm just this is like in Excel
and then. can say you know what this is fixed work. it I'll click here I'll insert one more. are different
types to look at it will. constraints there are different types of. and I'm also going to get some
painting. 8ca7aef5cf 
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